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As quoted in many ways, but succinctly so by Warren Buffet, someone is sitting in the shade today 
because someone planted a tree a long time ago.                                                                                                                   

As a backdrop to our 2019 Annual Report, this concept cannot be more appropriate. Arkansas Early 
Learning (AEL) is not immune to the forces of change. As a non-profit organization operating with-
in a rapidly shifting landscape, we must be open to change. We must try hard to predict it. And we 
must strive to react to it in a timely manner. Our first 6 years of growth was built on our ability to find 
the opportunity in change - change for our organization which changes and transforms the lives of 
children and families. Together we created the shade for an entire generation of tomorrow’s leaders by 
planting the seeds of the trees of hope in the minds of the little ones in our care today. The expertise, 
performance, abilities, and passion of our caregivers to improve the world we all live in is without 
question. However, over the last three years, family needs have shifted dramatically, and we found 
ourselves assessing our strategy and regaining stability in 2019.

The Head Start industry has been in the midst of change from a primary focus on service delivery 
for pre-k to a growing focus on the younger infant and toddler services (Early Head Start), from 
prescribed checkbox regulations to more grantee defined protocols, from antiquated systems to an 
expectation of innovation, from an educated to an ever more educated workforce, where the caregiver 
is teaching the curriculum with fidelity and having positive and meaningful interaction with the chil-
dren. It is in these changes that we see the growing opportunity for Arkansas Early Learning to create 
new windows of opportunities for children and families to succeed in school and in life by inserting 
our solutions where our communities need them most and our expertise can be engaged to accelerate 
the positive growth of our next generation.

In 2019, we made significant changes within our service delivery strategy to align with the direction 
of our desired outcomes for children and families. While we encountered grant and non-grant rev-
enue fluctuations at times, we recommitted our focus on our core competencies, made important 
changes to the way we operate, and became increasingly motivated by our ability to successfully ex-
ecute as the top supplier of comprehensive poverty intervention services through our innovative ap-
proach. Despite all of our efforts, poverty has become increasingly pervasive. As a result, the demand 
for AEL’s services has increased considerably, particularly on the infant and toddler side. Arkansas 
Early Learning and the team that operates its services has years of experience in designing and im-
plementing meaningful outcomes and solutions in our communities, making us uniquely capable of 
meeting the needs of the rapidly expanding demands from our seeking services.                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                  
As a result, 2019 saw the beginning of several initiatives to support these new opportunities. We 
strengthened our leadership team, initiated by a transition to a regional approach coupled with the 
addition of a new grant awarded for the Northwest Arkansas Region adding a partnership with 3 sites. 
We have also fortified our innovation strategy around the goal of obtaining and retaining our high-qual-
ity team members. We introduced our first prototype of the conversational artificial intelligence (voice) 
solution and accelerated its development in the areas of security and administrative processes while 
focused on highly successful testing where our technology has shined so that we can catch new waves of 
efficiency and staff satisfaction for 2020 and beyond. 

Our finish to 2019 was a good indication of the opportunity that lies ahead with a clearer picture of 
what we can do, how we can perform, and how we will position AEL for the coming year of stabil-
ity and growth. Will this change bring opportunity for AEL? We are a non-profit organization with 
unique expertise and determination to win. But we are also a company with a heart and soul; its 
heart based in all of our caring and nurturing employees who go about doing the incredibly import-
ant work of changing lives each day, its soul based in those lives we impact every day throughout 
Arkansas. The strength of our combined will to impact lives and be a catalyst of change for vulnera-
ble children and families gives us confidence that 2019 was the beginning of a new era of growth for 
our unique company. And it is with this in mind that we are committed to making it happen. 

Best regards, 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
      

                                                                 Change Brings Opportunities for AEL...                                                                 Change Brings Opportunities for AEL...

       Nelson Walter                         Michael Patterson                                     
Chief Executive Officer      Chief Information Officer   
        Co-Founder     Co-Founder  



About Us

      
To build a stronger To build a stronger 

community by empowering chil-community by empowering chil-
dren and families with skills essential to dren and families with skills essential to 

their success...we believe everyone deserves an                  their success...we believe everyone deserves an                  
opportunity for a better life.  It’s our mission to     opportunity for a better life.  It’s our mission to     

provide transformational learning programs to help provide transformational learning programs to help 
children and families develop the skills essential children and families develop the skills essential 

to their social competency. to their social competency. 

Our Mission

                                 

   Bring a greater degree of    Bring a greater degree of 
social competence in children             social competence in children             

of low-income families.of low-income families.

Our Vision
“What I like best about the program is the staff.  

They are all very involved and seem to truly care about 
the children in the program” ~ Paragould Parent

“My daughter absolutely loves coming to 
school here!  She brags to everyone about her 
school and her teachers.” ~ Bentonville Parent

“I love how the teachers encourage parents 
to come and visit the center and to be involved 
with the program.  They are very encouraging 
and very positive!” ~ Jonesboro Parent

1,640 families were servedfamilies were served 

1,885 children were servedchildren were served 

18% of eligible children were servedof eligible children were served
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Financial Report

The Arkansas Early Learning FY 2019-20 Annual Independent Financial Audit was conducted by Wipfli, LLP.

The report showed questioned costs regarding the Federal Food costs for 2019-20.  This questioned amount 
was for a claim that was not submitted in a timely manner and paid in the wrong year. 

Two low-risk findings were also noted; timeliness of financial reporting and late completion of audit.  AEL’s 
full 2019-20 Financial Audit Report is available upon request.



*Percentage based on cumulative number of enrolled children throughout the 2019-2020 Program Year                                                 
*Due to rounding percentages, each section combined percentages may be slightly greater or less than 100%

Enrollment & Attendance



Although we are aware 
the results of the CLASS 
Observation show 
Classroom Organization 
needs improvement, 
AEL is working 
towards meeting the 
quality threshold.  
Meanwhile, AEL 
remains in the quality 
threshold in all other 
areas.

Child Outcomes shows 
the number of children 
agency wide who were 
meeting or exceeding 
widely held expectations 
by the end of the spring 
assessment period.

A COMPLETE APPROACHA COMPLETE APPROACH

School Readiness/
Child Outcomes

*The Office of Head Start postponed CLASS reviews due to the COVID-19 Pandemic



1200        
families                        

volunteered this         
Program Year!

254        
families                        

participated in         
Family Fun 

Day!
 

Parent Involvment

• Budgeting and Planning
• Tips for Picky Eaters 
• Why is Attendance Important  
• Managing Anger
• Fear & Aggression
• Maintaining Routines
• Managing Stress 
• Positive Discipline
• Sibling Rivalry
• Adult Education

• The Purpose of Head Start
• Nutrition and Healthy Eating Habits
• Basic First Aid
• Carseat Safety
• CPR
• Coronavirus
• Census 2020   
• Bath Safety
• Self Esteem for Kids
• Staying Engaged with Your Child 

152 
dads   

participated in             
Father Involvement     

activities!
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Arkansas Early Learning centers closed 
March 30, 2020 - July 6, 2020 to help 
slow the spread of COVID-19.  Since 
the pandemic began, AEL continues to 
serve children and families to the best 
of our abilities.

Teachers began to provide classroom activities and home visits 
to families by utilizing online tools such as video conferencing 
and Alternative Method of Instruction (AMI) kits to continue to 
enhance learning.

Precautions have been taken to help minimize the spread of 
COVID-19 such as purchasing ZONO cabinets to sanitize toys, 
cots, crib mattresses, mats, etc. as well as screening booths where 
families enter one-by-one to answer exposure questions and get 
their temperatures taken prior to entering the building.
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Medical & Dental 
Services

                                        





For more information on our Head Start/Early Head Start programs, please visit 
us at www.arearlylearning.org or call us at (800) 499-9391.

Arkansas Early Learning, Inc.
Northeast Regional Office
1901 Woodsprings Rd.
Jonesboro, AR 72401
(870) 931-1172

Arkansas Early Learning, Inc.
Northwest Regional Office
2308 SE 28th Street
Bentonville, AR 72712
(870) 935-1330

Arkansas Early Learning would like to thank all of our 
funders,  families, volunteers, community partners, and most 

of all our staff for a successful 2019-20 program year!


